
April 18, 2018

Dear Fellow Pilot,

I am writing to you today to offer a message of support and encouragement as you face one of the  most pivotal
moments in the history of your Union. I urge you to consider this message a reminder that pilots advance the
profession by harnessing the power of the collective and wielding it to secure the collective bargaining agree-
ments (CBA) that reflect their commitment to the brand as well as the skill, professionalism and expertise they
offer their employer each duty day. This paradigm has certainly worked here at NJASAP. We were successful in ad-
vancing the bar in our last three contract negotiations for one simple reason – pilot unity. If you and your peers
vote in support of Local 1108 in the upcoming election, then you should expect to achieve the same success at
your company.

As NJASAP leaders have contemplated the situation unfolding at Local 1108, we find the timing exceedingly curi-
ous: Set against the landscape of a contentious contract negotiation, a group of dissenters is attempting to di-
vide and to distract you with talk of decertification. Simply stated, NJASAP members would shun such reckless
machinations. If management and their surrogates advocated or supported decertification while simultaneously
refusing to agree to an enhanced CBA, the NJASAP Membership would not require a call to action. Rather, the
pilot group would take immediate, resolute steps to protect itself against any strategy intended to create such
frustration that a labor force relinquishes its collective strength – its single most critical leverage point – via de-
certification and replaces it with a dependence on the very people who concocted the scheme. 

Today, you must acknowledge the truth of the situation and affirmatively reject the ongoing attempt to rob you of
your collective strength at Flexjet. Undeniably, the power of the collective is your most vital asset. To be sure, po-
sitioning yourselves to secure an enhanced CBA requires a level of pilot solidarity and engagement that ensures
you are bargaining from a place of strength. The decertification effort, regardless of any claim to the contrary,
steals this advantage from you and requires you to put your dependence on management officials and/or indi-
vidual employment agreements. Neither promises nor unenforceable agreements compare to the security of a
CBA.

NetJets management did not simply give NJASAP members one of the best collective bargaining agreements in
aviation. Rather, we, as a unified group, patently refused to accept anything less. Similarly, your ability to negoti-
ate an improved MCBA depends, in significant part, on the degree to which you demonstrate unwavering sup-
port for your Union. During our fight to secure our 2015 CBA, we learned there is no silver bullet, rather you
make movement based on a “death by a thousand cuts” strategy. It all comes down to focus, tenacity and a re-
fusal to accept anything less than what you have earned.

While some may suggest our decision to form a NetJets-only pilots union is a basis to decertify Local 1108 as
your Union, nothing could be further from the truth. When the number of NetJets pilots increased to approxi-
mately 3,000, we opted to form an independent union to represent NetJets pilots exclusively because we had the
dues revenue, infrastructure and human resources to make it work. Even so, from our earliest days, each elected
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Leadership group has sought to maintain strong relationships with our industry peers like Local 1108. Your lead-
ers and volunteers are working very hard for you – even as others are actively working against them. Now, more
than ever, your advocates need your support. 

While those who favor a union-free fractional industry may scoff at my decision to send this message of encour-
agement, I stand firm in my decision to do so. I can see zero benefit to any scenario in which pilots must accept
whatever management deigns to offer – or to find another job.

Like you, I am a pilot and when I am not transporting fractional owners and customers, I am fully focused on
representing my members in a way that not only advances their interests, but also the aviation profession.

A pilot union is not a third party or an outside organization, rather it is a group of professional aviators who have
joined together to work in pursuit of common goals and to employ the power of the collective to accomplish the
same. Just as they do for pilots across the aviation industry, strong unions and collective bargaining agreements
work, and Flexjet pilots will enjoy the fruits of that truth by supporting Local 1108 in the upcoming election.

In unity,

Pedro Leroux
NJASAP President



 
 
 
 
 

April 24, 2018 
 
 
Fellow Pilots at Flight Options and Flexjet: 
 
As President of the 60,000 members of the Air Line Pilots Association Int’l (ALPA), I’m writing to 
encourage you to vote to remain unionized in the upcoming National Mediation Board (NMB) 
representation election. 

One of my duties as President of ALPA is to review and sign every collective bargaining 
agreement negotiated by ALPA pilots. This role has given me a clear view of the protections and 
benefits that can be won and preserved through collective bargaining, and I believe it would be 
a serious mistake to decertify your union representation. You would lose the benefits of your 
collective bargaining agreement, the protections for collective action provided by the Railway 
Labor Act (RLA) and the ability to negotiate collectively future protections and improvements 
your working conditions. Just as important, you would lose your grievance process and the 
ability to work through disputes through a supervised and orderly process that includes third 
party neutral decisionmakers.  

ALPA’s motto of “Schedule with Safety” reflects the cornerstone of our Association. Using our 
collective efforts we can have a strong voice in the regulation of safety, and we enjoy the 
support of other represented pilot groups in these efforts. As unrepresented pilots your voices 
will be silenced, and the piloting profession will lose your support on safety-related issues that 
are central to our careers.  

As professional pilots, we make decisions on every flight based on the facts and the most 
current data available. I encourage you to approach this question in the same way. If you do I’m 
confident you will conclude that it is critically important to vote in the NMB election to remain 
unionized. 

Thank you for your time and attention. 

Sincerely,       

 
Captain Tim Canoll 
President 









 

 
 
 
April 16, 2018 
  
To All Flight Options & Flexjet Pilots: 
  
On behalf of the 9,500 members of the Southwest Airlines Pilots Association (SWAPA), the pilots of 
Southwest Airlines, I write to you today to express our unconditional support for International 
Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 1108 and the representation services it provides to the pilots of Flight 
Options and Flexjet. 
 
If the decertification effort of Local 1108 succeeds, the ramifications and consequences to our 
profession will be very damaging and far reaching.  Unions and collective bargaining in the airline 
industry arose out of the necessity for safety and protection from greed and abuse by unconscionable 
owners and management.  Today, we are faced with being pressured to fly at any cost, safety being 
sacrificed for profits, flag of convenience schemes, and many more problems.   
 
Supporters of the decertification campaign against Local 1108 include some of our country’s most 
notoriously anti-union organizations, including the Competitive Enterprise Institute. Why are they 
involved? Because airline owners and management don’t like collective bargaining, which is a legitimate 
threat to the absolute power they wish to wield. Collective bargaining groups help enforce the 
requirement to run a safe organization, the duty to be accountable, and the requirement to provide a 
wage commensurate with the skill and experience required of our profession.  
 
Our profession has been through hell and back. We have finally started to recover from several lost 
decades of declining wages and benefits.  Today, for the first time, there is a confluence of factors in our 
favor: more emphasis on safety, stable oil prices, pilots in high demand with an ever-increasing shortage 
of qualified aviators, a recovering, healthy economy, and the public’s insatiable desire to travel.  
Decertification would threaten the safety of your operation and start the reversal of all of our hard-
fought gains. 
 
SWAPA’s pilot demand and pay study is located on our website at: https://www.swapa.org/.  It will give 
some insight into the current market economics of our profession. Please also accept our invitation for 
Local 1108 to attend SWAPA’s second annual National Conference of Independent Pilot Unions in 
October. Information to the conference can be found at:  https://www.swapa.org/conference. 
 
All of us at SWAPA hope you conclude remaining in Local 1108 is not only what is right but what will 
protect and advance your careers and our profession. Please say no to decertification. Thank you for 
consideration and we hope to see you in October.  
  
Fraternally, 
 

 
 
Captain Jon Weaks 
President 
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